
Ten Tools For Your 
Digital Marketing 

Campaign 



Why Use A Digital Marketing 
Tool Set 

Gives you an advantage over competitors 

Helps create multi-channel connections to your customers 

Enables detailed analytics

Decreases response time to execute changes
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AWS For Digital Videos



Tool #10 Amazon Web 
Services For Digital Videos

Adults spend more time each day watching videos online 
and on their mobile devices than on social networks, digital 
radio, Facebook, or Pandora

44% of  shoppers are more likely to purchase after viewing 
an online video ad

48% of  consumers say they trust online video ads 
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Tool #10 Amazon Web 
Services For Digital Videos

Save your server bandwidth and unlimited file sizes

Low cost (pay as content is accessed)

No single file format standard (AWS will even convert files 
for you for FREE)

Fast load times, low price, cross platform compatibility
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Tool #9
Google Tag Manager

We want to track checkout conversions, heat maps, AdWord
campaigns, Adroll, and Google Trusted Stores

Installing and implementing the code on websites not only 
slows down a site, but increased the chance of  a crashing a 
page

Keeping track of  all the individual code on each page is 
cumbersome
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Tool #9
Google Tag Manager

Install Google Tag Manager code once

Add all other code into web interface 

Ability to preview, debug, and see version history

Free, fast, and easy to use
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Tool #8 
Buzzsumo

For social media, we want to track the social shares of  both 
our content and our clients’ competitor’s content

We want both keyword and brand alerts

We want to know who is influencing a keyword

We want to know a brand that is influencing a keyword
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Tool #8 
Buzzsumo

We create alerts for any topic, brand or keyword and refine 
the alerts to the title or full text

We get real time alerts as soon as a competitor publishes by 
author, subject, or keyword

We can track social shares, by day, time and topic

In summary, we can analyze what content performs the best 
for any topic or competitor
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Tool #7 
FullStory

We want to see how visitors interact with our websites

Heatmaps are good, but don’t show visitor flow

For shopping carts, we wanted to see the exact path to 
purchasing the product

Needed a combination of  data / analytics / visual
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Tool #7 
FullStory

FullStory captures every single click, scroll, page transition

Puts user interaction with the website in context

Ability to search for specific website events and then watch

Can monitor in real time 

A DVR for your website
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Tool #6 
Adroll

We wanted reduced cost per impression

We wanted better conversion rates

We wanted to target visitors across display ads, search, 
Facebook, Twitter and most of  the internet

Wanted easy analytics and integration with the Facebook 
feed
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Tool #6 
Adroll

Adroll offers remarketing to 98% of  the sites on the internet

Works with Google, Yahoo!, AppNexus, OpenX, and over 
200 ad exchanges

Target customer segments as well as geo-targeting 

In many cases, our remarketing conversion rates are double 
that of  standard search or display ads
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Tool #5 
Screaming Frog

We needed a robust sitemap program that could handle 
websites with 500+ pages

We needed the XML file in a way we could both manage 
and analyze the sitemap file 

We wanted to see the missing tags, descriptions, and title
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Tool #5 
Screaming Frog

Tabs that separate pages by HTTP status, title tag length, 
meta description length, H1 and H2 tags

Canonical tags, noindex tags, nofollow tags

Ability to check index status of  a page 

In short, Screaming Frog is a tool that gives us a big picture 
of  a website’s SEO elements
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Tool #4 
Unbounce

We needed landing pages for the top of  the funnel

We wanted multiple pages based off  the marketing persona

We wanted to be able to easily A/B test landing pages not 
only against each other, but for small internal changes
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Tool #4 
Unbounce

Live A/B Testing

Real time statistics 

Easy integration with lead software as well as marketing 
platforms

Responsive

Unbounce gives us an easy way to run A/B tests on landing 
pages
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Tool #3 
Moz

We wanted a software to provide SEO metrics

Also needed to include organic search, social media, 
content from SEO perspective 

We wanted SEO competitive analysis
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Tool #3 
Moz

We can compare up to 4 competitors for inbound links, the linking 
domains, and anchor text

We can grade every website page based on a keyword or phrase 
and optimize accordingly

We can track website traffic by direct traffic, social and referring 

We can monitor the number of  our top ten keywords versus 
competitors sites

Moz is the comprehensive tool for SEO and on-page optimization
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Tool #2
Zapier

We need to monitor “real time” results of  a campaign

API and Web hooks are effective but tedious

Clients want to see the results but in a format that is easy to 
manipulate, share and understand
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Tool #2
Zapier

IFTTT service allows you to create connections (Zaps) between API’s 
that normally would take hours to set up

Easy to use and implement

Sample Zaps-
New shopping cart purchase to email / text 
Shopping cart abandonment to marketing team
New tweet to text social media team
New email signup to customer support team
New review to customer service team
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Tool #1 
Slack

We want to monitor social media channels, forms, bounce 
pages, analytics, and ad spends in real time.

We want the entire team to have easy access to this data

Email threads are overwhelming

Searching data is tedious
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Tool #1
Slack

All communication in one place

Integration with all the service we already use (email, social 
media, search, analytics)

File Sharing (one to one and private groups)

Accessible anywhere and on any device



Get In Touch

hello.bearpawpartners.com

Want to talk? Say hello…


